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The thermal ltene reaction", which takes place with a sigmatropic 1,5- 

hydrogen shift and concomitant cyclopropane bond cleavage, has been well 

documented for vinylcyclopropanes constrained into a larger ring (l-4). Roth 

(5) has drawn attention to the relationship which exists between ring size and 

reaction ease; the data implicate a stringent spatial requirement for the 

transition state (6). Grlmme (2) has discussed the formation of 1,4-cyclo- 

octadiene from bicyclo[5.l.O]oct-2-ene in similar conformational terms. 

The only flexible vinylcyclopropane studied to date Is 1-methyl-2-vlnyl- 

cyclopropane (1) (5,6). The low energy of activation for the cis-isomer 

constitutes compelling support for the concertedness of the reaction. We have 

investigated the thermal behavior of six further derivatives (esters 2-4. three 

isomeric pairs) of 1. The results provide insight into the sterlc demands 

of the transition state In flexible systems. 

Half-lives for the reaction of esters 2-4 (7) to give dienes 2-1 are -- 
recorded in Table I. It Is evident that the facility with which the ?ene" 

reaction takes place Is related to the substitution pattern about the double 

bond, particularly that of the terminal olefinlc carbon. The large diminution 

in rate for A, by a factor of almost 100 when compared to the related ester a, 

caused by the presence of a cis a-methyl substituent, prompted serious 
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Table I 

Reactivity of Cis l-Methyl-2-vinylcyclopropanes at 200°Ca 

Compound 

L 
2a - 
2b - 
3a 

Is 

4a 

4b - 

Productb Half-life, min.' 

cis l,&hexadiene 2gd 

5 15 

5 35 
6 10 

6 10 

7 1380 

7 120 

aTemperature control.of f 1"; 1 I.L~ sample in sealed tube of 3 ml capacity. 
b Transformations were shown to be quantitative by use of internal standard. 
Products were characterized spectrally and analytically. 

'Mixtures of isomers were studied for esters 2 and 2; differences in half- 
lives between pairs of isomers are real and quite precise. Absolute errors 
in half-life values could amount to 2O-3O$, particularly for fast reactions. 

dCalculated from rate data in references 5 and 6. 

consideration of a mechanistic discontinuity. The following data shed light 

on this possibility. At 305" ester 4a (containing 5% &)ring opened at a rate - 
which rapidly decreased with time, the ultimate rate being that with which 

isomer $_ (82 which possesses a trans disposition of the ring substituents, 

reacted. Unreacted ester, after 318, 55$, 67s and 80$ conversion to dlene 

proved to consist of a mixture of 4a and 4c In a ratio of 2.6, 1.0, 0.27 and - - 
0.18, respectively. It is evident that an equilibrium ratio of 4a:k of -- 
approximately 15:85 Is being approached. This composition is similar to that 

of the unreacted ester, isolated after one half-life, when pure 4c was reacted - 
at this temperature. Initial rates of formation of 7 from 4a correspond to 

a half-life of approximately 3 minutes; the trans Isomers OTT (C), 2 (Jc), 

2 (2) and & (&) reacted to furnish 2, 6, 6 and 1, respectively, with 

corresponding half-lives of 20, 60, 60 and 18 minutes. 

At 200' transformation of & (containing 5% bc) to 1 proceeded with a 

half-life of 25 hours and was a first order rate process over most of the 

reaction. Unreacted ester, after 34% and 60$ conversion to dlene was found to 

be a mixture of &a:& In a ratio of 6.3 and 2.0, respectively. Whereas the -- 
character of the reaction of 4a was changed profoundly when carried out in the - 
presence of air at atmospheric pressure at 300", as were the reactions of trans 

isomers 2c, z, 2 and &, the reaction of 4a at 200" was not affected by the - 
presence of air over the first 2-5 half-lives. 

From initial rate data it is evident that 4a is transformed into 4c at - - 



300" at approximately half the rate with which 4a yields 1. Geometrical - 
isomerization is less competitive at 200' , proceeding at approximately l/8 the 

rate of ring opening to 2. Different entropy requirements for the two reactions 

could account for the different rate ratios at the two temperatures. Com- 

pounded with a rate diminution by a factor of twenty for the transformation of 

& to 1, it is not surprising that at 200°, in contrast to the reaction at 300", 

diene formation proceeds from 4a to an overwhelming extent via a concerted - 
pathway; isomer & should react JI& a diradical intermediate to furnish 1 at a 

significant rate only at the late stages of the reaction, after its concentration 

has built up. 

The data suggest that there exists no mechanistic discontinuity between 

ester & ahd the other esters In the & series (Table I) at 200'. The large 

rate retardation is probably the result of steric constraints present during 

the reaction. In geometry A, which can be viewed as an approximation of the 

transition state, since it permits favorable overlap of all bond orbitals 

partaking of this transformation, it can be seen that non-bonding interactions 

between the methyl group, which serves as the terminus of the migrating 

hydrogen (Ha), and the a-CH3 group (R=CH, In 4a) are severe. 

The most economical Interpretation of the data at 300" Is that trans- 

formation of 4a to 1 is still concerted. - In this view, the highly competitive 

interconversion of k to & proceeds 2 an independent diradlcal pathway, 

possibly e the s-trans conformer of 4a (top of Scheme 1). -- - [Dlradicals B 

and B' cannot furnish 1 directly, since a considerable energy barrier separates 

B from C and B' from Cl (q)]. However, the possibility that there is a change 

in mechanism and that & ring opens to 7_ in a diradical mechanism (bottom of 

Scheme 1) cannot be dismissed on the basis of these data. The observed facile 
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geometrical isomerlzatlon attests to the ready formation of diradlcals from 4a -* 
Diradical C' formed from s-cls 4a may reclose (kl), rotate (k2) (10) or undergo --- 
a 1,5-hydrogen shift (k3). In the last process ester 4a would evade the - 
severe sterlc constraints, which characterize the concerted transformation 

to 1. (11) 

Finally, it should be noted that the presence of a carboethoxy group in 

conjugation with the vlnylcyclopropane moiety does not electronically alter the 

energetic8 of the ring opening to any significant extent of both the concerted 

reaction In the cls series as well as that of the diradical reaction In the 

trans series, compared to the parent system 1 (5). 
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